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The Global Green New Deal
Some of her ideas in the proposal:
(with notes in GREEN by me)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
1. Dramatically expand existing renewable power sources and deploy new production capacity
with the goal of meeting 100% of national power demand through renewable sources;

Solar doesn't work at night, or even when overcast. Wind does work 24 hours, but cannot
be counted on ever.
This means that the power, when actually generated would have to be "stored" for use at a
later time. We presently have NO means of practically doing this.
OR: The grid could be expanded to send power "everywhere", where it is needed, by
either of these methods.
This means that power would have to travel over wires for more than a THOUSAND
MILES much of the time. Our average power grid today is about 300 miles
and 2/3 of the power is LOST in heat generated by the wires & transformers. Therefore,
this scheme would probably LOSE about 90% of the power generated –

YES, only 1/10th of the power would actually reach the users. The total cost of all this
would be TRILLIONS$$ and even then, there is a good chance that we
would have power shortages OFTEN - perhaps several times per WEEK - and maybe
lasting for Weeks or MONTHS
2. Building a national, energy-efficient, “smart” grid;

This would cost many, many TRILLIONS of $$$. This would equate to HUNDREDS of
THOUSANDS of $$ to Every Taxpayer - perhaps a MILLION $$ each.
Where in the World could this money come from? Taxing EVERYBODY at 100%, or
90%, or 80% (sorry, nothing left for you to live on) would still take many, many YEARS to pay
for it.
3. Upgrading every residential and industrial building for state-of-the-art energy efficiency,
comfort and safety;

This would cost at least $100,000 per EXISTING home, but in many, perhaps MOST, cases
it would be cheaper to DESTROY the house & BUILD A NEW ONE.
Are YOU ready for this?
4. Eliminating greenhouse gas emissions from the manufacturing, agricultural and other
industries, including by investing in local-scale agriculture in communities across the
country;

Simply put, this would DESTROY our entire Country & EVERYTHING in it. Most
manufacturing & other industries would go BANKRUPT. Very few Farmers could afford it, so
they too would go BANKRUPT.
Can you imagine - this plan is so crazy that it includes a way to PREVENT COWS FROM
FARTING! (ELIMINATE cows or, at least, capturing the gas & then doing SOMETHING with
the gases).
5. Eliminating greenhouse gas emissions from, repairing and improving transportation and other
infrastructure, and upgrading water infrastructure to ensure universal access to clean water;

For starters, all Cars, Trucks, Trains and other forms of transportation would have to be
ELECTRIC powered. We have 100,000,000 (100 Million) cars alone. The conversion would
cost at least 2 TRILLION $$ (2 million MILLIONS of $$).
That alone equates to at least $50,000.00 per Taxpayer.
Get out your checkbook. But, that would only be the start.
WHAT? We can't use Electric Cars until ALL of our present Power Generating Plants are
SHUT DOWN!
Why? Because power generated by Oil, Gas & Coal puts out 7 TIMES MORE Co2 than a
present day CAR!

(YES, electric cars today put 7 TIMES more CO2 into the atmosphere than gasoline
powered cars! You just DIDN'T KNOW IT! On the other end of the plug is a Power Station
creating 7 times MORE CO2.)
What about the infrastructure? .. the Trucks? ...the TRAINS? all the rest?
Oh, by the way, this plan calls for the COMPLETE ELIMINATION of AIR TRAVEL - no
more AIRPLANES!
That means all that travel will have to be by CAR! Trips that used to take only a few hours
will take that many DAYS, and will now include Gas, Meals & Hotel fees. Business costs will
SKYROCKET and virtually EVERYTHING WE BUY will go up in cost too.
The cost to businesses would be ASTRONOMICAL. I don't know what "infrastructure"
means here, but I'll bet that will also be Astronomical in cost.
Your checkbook is HIGHLY UNLIKELY to be able to cover ANY of these costs.

6. Funding massive investment in the drawdown of greenhouse gases;

Perhaps this also relates to Businesses & Infrastructure in the previous one, but they may
have thought of even more. Whatever it is, it is HIGHLY UNLIKELY to improve our climate
and you aren't going to want to pay for all this.
Climate Change is caused NATURALLY, by the position of Earth's orbit around the Sun,
and by "Storm" on the Sun. It has gone Up & Down, over & over again, for as long as we can
trace back the history of Earth - there is NOTHING we can do to change it.
Most IMPORTANTLY: The "tree huggers" (global warming & Human caused Climate
Change "enthusiasts" all believe that rising CO2 in the atmosphere is our Biggest Problem.
They are COMPLETELY IGNORING the FACTS that:
CO2 is essential to Plants and whenever its concentration is higher, MORE
PLANTS GROW.
Whenever more plants grow, MORE HUMANS GROW (food is plentiful).
There are many times in Earth's past, when CO2 was much, much
higher/plentiful in our atmosphere - in ALL of these times the Earth was covered with MORE
PLANTS & Animals - the Earth prospered.
Their LEADERS know this and they are LYING to us.
WHY? Most of the Leaders are MAKING MONEY of this HOAX - LOTS of MONEY!
Al Gore alone has made over $1,000,000,000.00 (a BILLION-a Thousand MILLIONS$).
Politicians and ALL the Deep-State players expect to make TRILLIONS
(Millions of Millions$) off this Hoax.
Why does the MEDIA perpetuate this HOAX?
First: they BELIEVE whatever the Democrat Party tells them.
Second: They make BILLIONS every year off the Democrat Party, the corrupt
Universities, and even the "Polluted Republicans" (the vast MAJORITY of
them).
Third: this HOAX is a Critical Component of their Gravy-Train - they don't
want it derailed!

Fourth: and MOST IMPORTANTLY: the MEDIA loves the NOW
(New World Order - One World Government) and this is a key issue for the NWO
people in our Government and most European Governments.
It is a key part of the New World Order scheme to enslave humanity without them
knowing that they’re slaves.

7. Making “green” technology, industry, expertise, products and services a major export of the
United States, with the aim of becoming the undisputed international leader in helping other
countries transition to completely greenhouse gas neutral economies and bringing about a
global Green New Deal.

All the negative "climate change" stuff is written by people that RECEIVE
GOVERNMENT FUNDS - and they ALL blame HUMANS.
There are 10 times as many papers written by Individuals, Universities & other
Organizations, that DON'T get Government FUNDING and only a 2 or 3% of them blame
HUMANS for "climate change".
We have been HOODWINKED into believing all this bull by Government & the Media.
The Media has NEVER EVER reported that other reports EVEN EXIST , nor that the
majority of these papers/studies do NOT blame Humans.

So, it wants us to become the major exporter of LIES, and the Technology to perpetuate this
HOAX in other countries - probably to ensure that THEY BECOME AS POOR AS WE WILL
BE. HEAVEN HELP THEM.
If you want sources on ANY of these statements, email me at dickRDAanderson@gmail.com

